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Abstrat. Observations of distanes to Type-Ia supernovae an be explained
by osmologial models that inlude either a gigaparse-sale void, or a osmi
ow, without the need for Dark Energy. Instead of invoking dark energy, these
inhomogeneous models instead violate the Copernian Priniple. we show that urrent
osmologial observations (Supernovae, Baryon Aousti Osillations and estimates
of the Hubble parameters based on the age of the oldest stars) are not able to
rule out inhomogeneous anti-Copernian models. The next generation of surveys
for baryoni aousti osillations will be suiently preise to either validate the
Copernian Priniple or determine the existene of a loal Gp sale inhomogeneity.
Keywords: dark energy theory, supernova type Ia
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1. Introdution
The Copernian Priniple states that we do not oupy any speial plae in the Universe.
The FriedmannLemaîtreRobertsonWalker (FLRW)models are built on this priniple,
and provide a remarkably preise desription of osmologial observations [1, 2, 3℄.
One ould therefore think of this as an indiret demonstration of the Copernian
Priniple. However, homogeneous and isotropi FLRWmodels are not the only solutions
of Einsteins equations whih are able to t osmologial observations. In partiular,
a number of inhomogeneous models have been proposed, eah of whih are able to
desribe the evolution of distane with redshift as measured via type-Ia supernova (SnIa)
without need of a osmologial onstant [4, 5, 6, 7, 8℄ (see [9℄ for a review). Moreover,
these models may be onstruted in suh a way that they desribe the details of the
osmi mirowave bakground power spetrum (CMB) [5, 6℄. By eshuing the onstraint
of inhomogeneity, these inhomogeneous models violate the Copernian Priniple and
suggest that we live near the enter of a large (of several gigaparses diameter) highly
isotropi void.
Inhomogeneous models are able to t a variety of sets of osmologial observations
without ontaining a osmologial onstant beause the lak of homogeneity oers
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a great degree of exibility [10℄. For example, sine the last sattering surfae is
separated from regions where supernova are observed by great distanes, the property
of inhomogeneity allows a model to be onstruted whih provides dierent physial
densities in the regions from whih these two sets of observational data are drawn. Thus,
what is required to onstrain inhomogeneous solutions to the apparent aeleration of the
Universe inludes several sets of data that measure a range of observables at omparable
redshifts. In this paper we onfront two general lasses of inhomogeneous, dark energy
free models with observations of SnIa, with measurements of the baryon aousti
osillations (BAO), and with the variation of the Hubble parameter with redshift. All
these observational data are drawn from z < 1.8. We begin by desribing the Lamaître
Tolman model (the simplest spherially symmetri inhomogeneous generalization of
FLRW model), and then onstrut a range of 2-parameter models to desribe a
loal large sale inhomogeneity. We then disuss onstraints on the sale of these
inhomogeneities based on existing and forthoming data.
2. The LemaîtreTolman model
The LemaîtreTolman (LT) model [11℄ is a spherially symmetri, pressure free,
irrotational solution of the Einstein equations. Its metri has the form
ds2 = c2dt2 − R
′2(r, t)
1 + 2E(r)
dr2 −R2(t, r)dΩ2, (1)
where dΩ2 = dθ2 + sin2 θdφ2. Beause of the signature (+,−,−,−), the E(r) funtion
must obey E(r) ≥ −1/2. Here a prime (′) denotes ∂r.
The Einstein equations redue to the following two
κρ(r, t)c2 =
2M ′(r)
R2(r, t)R′(r, t)
, (2)
1
c2
R˙2(r, t) = 2E(r) +
2M(r)
R(r, t)
+
1
3
ΛR2(r, t), (3)
where M(r) is another arbitrary funtion and κ = 8πG/c4. Here a dot (˙) denotes ∂t.
When R′ = 0 and M ′ 6= 0, the density beomes innite. This happens at shell rossings,
and is an additional singularity to the Big Bang that ours at R = 0,M ′ 6= 0. By
setting the initial onditions appropriately the shell rossing singularity an be avoided
(see [12℄ for detail disussion).
Equation (3) an be solved by simple integration:
R∫
0
dR˜√
2E + 2M
R˜
+ 1
3
ΛR˜2
= c [t− tB(r)] , (4)
where tB appears as an integration onstant and is an arbitrary funtion of r. This
means that the big bang is not a single event as in the FLRW models, but ours at
dierent times at dierent distanes from the origin. To dene a partiular LT model
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two funtions must be speied as initial onditions. For ompleteness we note that
in the FLRW limit R(r, t) = ra(t) [where a(t) is the sale fator℄, M(r) = M0r
3
, and
E(r) = −k0r2.
3. Parametrization of Inhomogeneous Models
In this paper we onsider two families of models, in whih the osmologial onstant is
set to zero (Λ = 0) and the observer is situated at the origin. The most popular way
to explain SnIa without Λ is to postulate a large sale void entered near our position
[4, 5, 6, 7, 8℄. The density distribution at the urrent instant in this rst family may be
parametrized by (see Fig. 1)
ρ(t0, r) = ρ0
[
1 + δρ − δρ exp
(
− r
2
σ2
)]
, (5)
where ρ0 = 0.3 × (3H20)/(8πG). In these models the big bang is assumed to our
simultaneously at every point (tB = 0). The funtions M and E are then alulated
using eqs. (2) and (4) respetively.
A seond possible explanation for the apparent aeleration observed using SnIa
is inspired by the so alled Hubble Bubble. In the Hubble Bubble phenomenon the
expansion rate at distanes beyond 100 Mp is postulated to be slower than it is loally
[13℄. Suh a phenomenon ould be desribed by a seond family of models parametrized
using (see Fig. 1)
HT (t0, r) =
R˙
R
= H0
[
1− δH + δH exp
(
− r
2
σ2
)]
. (6)
In these models density is assumed to be homogeneous at the urrent epoh. The
funtion M an be alulated using the above relation and eq. (3). As an be easily
heked, these two families of models are regular at the origin (for origin onditions in
the LT models see [14℄).
In eah ase the radial geodesis and redshift are alulated from [16℄
dt
dr
= − R
′
√
1 + 2E
, ln(1 + z) =
r∫
0
dr˜
R˙′√
1 + 2E
, (7)
and the luminosity distane is DL = (1 + z)
2R.
4. Cosmologial Observations
In this paper we onfront the inhomogeneous models desribed above with three sets of
observations. Firstly, we onsider observations of Type-Ia supernova, whih are taken
from the Union data set [17℄. In addition we also present the onstraints oming from
the Riess gold data set [18℄, whih until reently has been the most popular sample for
testing inhomogeneous models. The seond set of osmologial observations omprise
measurement of the dilation sale of the BAO in the redshift spae power-spetrum of
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Figure 1. Left panel: The parametrization of the density distribution within the
rst family of model at the urrent instant. Right panel: The parametrization of the
expansion rate (HT ) at the urrent instant within the seond family of models, as well
as the orresponding Hubble parameter HR. The plotted proles were obtained using
parameters presented in Table 1.
46,748 luminous red galaxies (LRG) from the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS). The
dilation sale is dened as
DV =
[
D2A
cz
H(z)
]1/3
, (8)
where DA is the omoving angular diameter distane and H(z) is the Hubble parameter
in funtion of redshift. The measured value of the dilation sale at z = 0.35 is 1370 ±
64 Mp [19℄‡. The Hubble parameter in equation (8) is related to expansion along the
radial diretion, and in the LT model is given by
HR =
R˙′
R′
. (9)
In addition to the geometri measurements desribed above, the Hubble parameter
has been estimated as a funtion of time based on the age of the oldest stars observed
in galaxies at dierent redshifts [20℄. Using eq. (7) it an be shown that within the
LT model the Hubble parameter measured this way is also equal to HR. Given a
partiular parametrization the null geodesi equations an be solved to alulate the
luminosity distane, dilation sale and the Hubble parameter (HR). These quantities
an then be ompared with observations to test the viability of the model by onstraining
parametrizations via a least square t.
‡ It should be noted that the value of 1370 ± 64 Mp was obtained within the framework of the linear
perturbations imposed on a homogeneous FLRW bakground. It is still an open question whether suh
analysis is appropriate or should be arried out instead in the LT bakground. However, we proeed
with the value for the DV provided by Eisenstein et al. We will ome bak to this issue in Se. 6.1
where we will try to partially estimate the errors whih arise from appliation of dierent bakground
models.
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Figure 2. Likelihood proles for H0, σ, and δρ based on the BAO+H(z)+Union data
sets. Left panel: The H0 likelihood prole obtained after marginalization over σ and
δρ. Center panel: The σ likelihood prole obtained after marginalization over H0 and
δρ. Right panel: The δρ likelihood prole obtained after marginalization over σ and
H0. The means are presented in Table 1.
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Figure 3. Observational onstraints on the parameters of the rst family of models
(osmi void models), shown as ontour plots of χ2 for the model given the data,
after marginalizing over H0. The ondene levels are set assuming a χ
2
distribution.
Upper Left: onstraints from the BAO. Lower Left: onstraints from H(z). Upper
Center: onstraints from the Union data set. Lower Center: onstraints from the
Riess gold data set. Upper Right: joint onstraints from the BAO+H(z)+Union data
sets. Lower Right: joint onstraints from the BAO+H(z)+Riess data sets.
5. Testing the Copernian Priniple
5.1. Cosmi void models
We begin by onstraining the rst family of inhomogeneous models, haraterized by
tB = 0. As an be seen from equation (5), the density inreases from ρ0 at the origin
to ρ = (1 + δρ)ρb at innity. The left panel of Fig. 1 shows an example prole for
whih δρ = 4.05 and σ = 2.96. We note that the prole need not be extrapolated
to innity. Indeed, owing to the exibility of inhomogeneous models the prole ould
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be modied arbitrarily at larger distanes in order to t other types of observations,
inluding those of the CMB (see Appendix for more details). We allow the following
three parameters to vary within speied ranges H0 ∈ [64, 76] km s−1 Mp−1 , σ ∈ [0, 6]
Gp, and δρ ∈ [0, 6]. The likelihood distributions for these parameters are presented in
Fig. 2. The expeted (mean) values derived from the likelihood proles are presented
in Table 1. The onstraints on the parameters δρ and σ are shown as ontour plots of
χ2 after marginalizing over H0 in Fig. 3. As an be seen the Union data set plaes
tighter onstraints on the models than the Riess data set. However, it should be
emphasized that the unertainties in the Union data set used here do not inlude
systemati errors, whih may be present owning to the joining of several supernova
surveys. Some of the systematis are assoiated with partiular surveys, while others
are ommon to all surveys (intristi variation in supernova explosion mehanism or
their possible evolution). In the standard approah, systemati errors are estimated
by adding a systemati omponent, σsys, in quadrature to the statistial error. The
amplitude of σsys is then evaluated so that the χ
2
per degree of freedom for the best
tting osmologial model is unity. However, sine in this paper we aim to onstrain
inhomogeneous osmologial models, and to determine whether or not they are able to
provide a suessful t to the osmologial observations, we have deided not to aount
for possible systematial errors. Indeed, using the proedure desribed above would
allow us to t the supernovae data with almost any model. On the other hand, we nd
that the best-t model of the family of models studied in this setion (see Table 2 for
the exat values of model parameters) ts supernova data with χ2 = 325.89 (for 304
degrees of freedom), whih means that the model an be ruled out at only the 81.4%
level. The overall t to all three osmologial data sets (BAO+H(z)+Union) is 336.55
(for 314 degrees of freedom), whih means that the model an be ruled out at only the
81.7% level. These low values of values of χ2 per degree of freedom imply that these
observational data annot rule out anti-Copernian models desribing a large osmi
depression. Within the parametrization assumed, the best tted void has a density
ontrast of δρ ≈ 4.5 and a radius of σ ≈ 3.2 Gp.
We nd that the best onstraints ome from the supernova data set. This is mostly
beause 304 measurements are available, ompared with only 9 for H(z) and just one
for BAO. However, as may be seen from the lower left panel of Fig. 3., the H(z)
data prefers large voids, and so these data also ontribute to onstraints on parameter
estimates. The weakest onstraints ome from the BAO measurement  see upper left
panel of Fig. 3.
5.2. Cosmi ow models
As above we allow three parameters to vary in the range H0 ∈ [64, 76] km s−1 Mp−1,
σ ∈ [0, 6] Gp, and δH ∈ [0, 0.4]. The likelihood distributions for these parameters,
based on the BAO+H(z)+Union data sets are presented in Fig. 4. The onstraints on
the parameters δH and σ are shown as ontour plots of χ
2
after marginalizing over H0
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Figure 4. Likelihood proles for H0, σ, and δρ based on the BAO+H(z)+Union data
sets. Left panel: The H0 likelihood prole obtained after marginalization over σ and
δρ. Center panel: The σ likelihood prole obtained after marginalization over H0 and
δρ. Right panel: The δρ likelihood prole obtained after marginalization over σ and
H0. The means are presented in Table 1.
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Figure 5. Observational onstraints on the parameters of the seond family of models
(osmi ow models), shown as ontour plots of χ2 for the model given the data,
after marginalizing over H0. The ondene levels are set assuming a χ
2
distribution.
Upper Left: onstraints from the BAO. Lower Left: onstraints from H(z). Upper
Center: onstraints from the Union data set. Lower Center: onstraints from the
Riess gold data set. Upper Right: joint onstraints from the BAO+H(z)+Union data
sets. Lower Right: joint onstraints from the BAO+H(z)+Riess data sets.
in Fig. 5. This family of models provides an even better t to available observations.
The best-t model ts the data (BAO+H(z)+Union) with χ2 = 317.64 (for 314 degrees
of freedom) whih means that the model an be ruled out at only the 56.8% level. The
best-t model has H0δH ≈ 8.5 km s−1 Mp−1 and σ ≈ 1.3 Gp. We note that this
large sale ow is not ompatible with the original Hubble Bubble from Ref. [13℄ where
H0δH ≈ 4.5 km s−1 Mp−1 and σ ≈ 0.1 Gp. Indeed, as seen from Fig. 5 the Hubble
Bubble an be ruled out at 2σ ondene. However, when the Riess gold data set is
used to onstrain the model, the Hubble Bubble is only ruled out at the 1-sigma level.
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Table 1. Expeted values (means) for H0, σ, and δρ based on the BAO+H(z)+Union
data sets.
model H0 σ δ
[km s
−1
Mp
−1
℄ [Gp℄
osmi void 67.62+0.49
−0.48 2.96
+0.19
−0.45 4.05
+1.28
−1.44
osmi ow 69.24+0.66
−0.62 1.46
+0.55
−0.26 0.13
+0.02
−0.01
Table 2. Parameters and the χ2 of the best-t models based on the BAO+H(z)+Union
data sets.
model H0 σ δ χ
2 χ2/dof
[km s
−1
Mp
−1
℄ [Gp℄
osmi void 67.603 3.119 4.501 336.55 1.07
osmi ow 69.209 1.327 0.123 317.64 1.01
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Figure 6. The angular diameter distane as a funtion of redshift in the ΛCDM
model and the best-t inhomogeneous models (bf 1  best-t osmi void model, bf 2
 best-t osmi ow model). The inset presents the absolute distane dierene, i.e.
(D −DΛCDM)/D (where D is the angular distane either in bf 1 or bf 2 model).
6. Future observational onstraints
The previous setion showed that very large regions of parameter spae for
inhomogeneous models an be ruled out by ombinations of existing onstraints.
However, a large sale void model or an ultra-large osmi ow remain as possible
alternatives to dark energy with respet to explaining the apparent aeleration of
the Universe. In our analysis we did not onsider onstraints from the CMB. This
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t
osmi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is beause observations at high redshift (z ≫ 1) are of limited signiane when used
to onstrain the properties of the loal-sale inhomogeneities. Owing to the exibility
of inhomogeneous models we an always assume that our void is surrounded by an
overdense or underdense region  there is not need to assume that the Universe onsists
only of the void of Gp-radius and everywhere else is homogeneous. Thus, by varying the
density of suh a ring or its size, every model studied in this paper an be made to t the
distane to the last sattering surfae (whih is given by the position of the rst of the
CMB peak). Thus, the high redshift data does not signiantly onstrain the properties
of a loal inhomogeneity (see Appendix for more details). To tighten the onstraints on
the properties of the loal Gp-sale inhomogeneity we need more preise data sets at low
redshift whih an be diretly ompared with onstraints from existing data sets suh as
Type-Ia supernovae. Among these observations, the most valuable are those of distane,
of the Hubble parameter, or measurements like baryoni aousti osillations and the
AlokPazy«ski tests whih depend on both the Hubble parameter and distane. For
example, preise measurements of a maximum in the angular diameter distane distane
would plae very tight onstraints [21, 22℄. This is depited in Fig. 6 whih shows the
angular distane as a funtion of redshift in the ΛCDM model and in the best tted
models for both families of models studied in this paper. The angular distane to
z > 1 in inhomogeneous void models is distinguishable from the orresponding distane
in homogeneous models, at a level larger then 10%. In addition and the position of
maximum for model bf 1 is shifted by ∆z ≈ 0.5 relative to the ΛCDM model. However,
urrent estimates of the angular distane from SnIa are predominantly at z < 1, and
are not suiently preise to disriminate between models on this basis. Other state
of the art the measurements of the distane based on the Sunyaev-Zel'dovih eet are
also too impreise [23℄. Another possible test that has been proposed in the literature is
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based on the time drift of osmologial redshift, i.e. a measurement of z˙ [24℄. However,
this requires a very preise measurement sine the typial amplitude of the eet is
δz ∼ 10−10 on a time sale of 10 years [24℄. Another possible test was proposed in [25℄,
whih relies on studying the onsisteny relation between the distane on the null one
and the Hubble parameter. Suh relation does not hold if the geometry of the Universe
diers from the FLRW geometry. Of more immediate utility are methods based on
spetral distortions of the CMB power spetrum [26℄. These have already been used
to put an upper bound of ≈ 1 Gp for the radius of a loal Gp-sale void [27℄. In
addition, a study of the kinemati SunyaevZel'dovih eet has reently been used
by Garía-Bellido and Haugbølle [7℄ to estimate the properties of a loal void. This
analysis shows that the void permitted by the existing data annot be larger than ∼ 1.5
Gp. We reall from Se. 5.1 that a void with σ = 1 Gp and δρ = 0.95 ts the data
with χ2 = 347.27, whih means that that the model an be rejeted at only the 90.5%
level, whih is insuient to rule out this possibility. Moreover, osmi-ow models,
although not tested with these type of observations (kSZ eet and spetral distortion),
require an inhomogeneity of radius also around 1 Gp. Therefore, there is a need for
future observational onstraints to either onrm or rule out the existene of these large
inhomogeneities.
Of onsiderable promise for the future are very preise measurements of supernova
in the redshift range of 0.1-0.4 [8℄. In this redshift range (see Fig. 7) measurements of
over 2000 supernova (for example by the Joint Dark Energy Mission) will be suient
to reassure existene of suh a void. However, in the near future the most promising
andidate for testing inhomogeneous osmologial models are BAO measurements.
Current measurements of BAO from LRG SDSS (for an up to date status see [28℄)
already add additional onstrains (Figs. 3 and 5). Moreover, the WiggleZ projet § will
soon measure the dilation distane with auray of 2.5% at z = 0.75. In the next
subsetion we show that this forthoming observation will be suient to signiantly
onstrain the inhomogeneous osmologial models.
6.1. BAO onstraints
Before proeeding with further analysis, we asses the importane of analysing BAO data
using inhomogeneous, rather than FLRWmodels. For example, when analysing the data
in [19℄ the redshifts of LRG galaxies were translated into omoving oordinates using
the at FLRW model with Ωm = 0.3, ΩΛ = 0.7, H0 = 70 km s
−1
Mp
−1
. However, if the
ΛCDM model is not a good bakground model of the Universe then suh a proedure
leads to inaurate results. The error whih arises from this onversion an be estimated
from the inset in Fig. 6. As seen at z = 0.35, the error in the distane onversion is 3%
and 0.3% respetively in ases where the best-t model from the rst (bf 1) and seond
(bf 2) family of models studied in this paper were hosen as the bakground rather
than the ΛCDM model. These results indiate that while the eet is relatively small,
§ http://wigglez.swin.edu.au
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we should be aware that the value DV at z = 0.35 estimated in [19℄ when using the
inhomogeneous model ould be dierent than DV = 1370± 64 Mp. On the other hand
we nd that even if this value was hange by 5% the results presented in the previous
setion would still hold. This is beause the, as seen from Figs. 3 and 5 the observations
of BAO at z = 0.35 do not put tight onstraints on the inhomogeneous models relative to
data. However at higher redshift (z ≈ 1) the redshift-distane onversion error inreases
to around 10% for the osmi void model. Thus, when using forthoming BAO data to
onstrain inhomogeneous models one must perform with the whole analyses within the
inhomogeneous framework.
In this setion we will assume for the sake of argument that suh an analysis has
been performed. We will also assume that the DV is equal to the value obtained within
the ΛCDM model (Ωm = 0.3, ΩΛ = 0.7, H0 = 70 km s
−1
Mp
−1
). As in Se. 5
we set σ ∈ [0, 6]Gpc, δρ ∈ [0, 6], and δH ∈ [0, 0.4]. However, we tighten H0 range
to H0 ∈ [68, 72], beause future observational experiments like WiggleZ projet will
measure the Hubble parameter with 4% preision.
The potential onstraints from this BAO experiment around the ΛCDM model are
presented in the left panels of Fig. 8. As measurement of the BAO sale at z = 0.75
with a preision of 2.5% would rule out most of the parameter spae onsidered for the
osmi depression family of models. A measurement at z = 0.95 with 2.5% auray
would be suient to rule out all remaining possibilities in this ase at a signiane of
3σ.
The seond family of models onsidered in this paper are not tightly onstrained
by a single BAO measurement at z = 0.75. As seen in lower right panel of Fig. 8 even
measurements up to redshift 1.75 are not able to rule out this type of model. To rule
out all remaining possibilities at a signiane of 3σ measurements should be extended
beyond z = 2.
7. Conlusions
Homogeneous osmologial models whih inlude a dark energy omponent and whih
are built on the Copernian Priniple have been spetaularly suessful in desribing a
suite of osmologial observations. However, alternatives whih replae dark energy
with an gigaparse-sale inhomogeneity have also been postulated as explanations
for the apparent aeleration of the Universe. In this paper we have shown that
most inhomogeneous anti-Copernian models an already be ruled out by ombining
urrent osmologial observations (SNIa, H(z), and BAO). Our model were based on
a simple parametrization of an inhomogeneity. We assumed that the inhomogeneity is
modeled with a Gaussian-like prole, although other proles are also possible. For
example a similar analysis was reently proposed by Garía-Bellido and Haugbølle
[30℄ were the inhomogeneity was modeled using a hyperboli tangent funtion. Their
results also support our onlusion that there is still a range of parameter spae that
remains onsistent with urrent onstraints. As a result the suess of Conordane
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Figure 8. Observational onstraints on the parameters of the rst family of models,
shown as ontour plots of χ2 for the model given the data, after marginalizing over
H0. The ondene levels are set assuming that the value of DV is the same as in
the ΛCDM model and that it is measured with 2.5% preision. Upper Left: expeted
onstraints from the BAO at z=0.75 for the rst family of models (osmi void). Upper
Right: expeted onstraints from the BAO at z=0.95 for the rst family of models
(osmi void). Lower Left: expeted onstraints from the BAO at z=0.75 for the
seond family of models (osmi ow). Lower Right: expeted onstraints from the 8
BAO measurements at z=0.35,0.55,0.75,...,1.75.
models annot be onsidered as a validation of the Copernian Priniple. Forthoming
experiments will be apable of onstraining all possible alternatives and will therefore
either validate the Copernian Priniple or determine the existene of a loal Gp-sale
inhomogeneity.
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Appendix A. Fitting the CMB data with inhomogeneous models
In the standard approah, the CMB temperature utuations are analyzed by solving the
Boltzmann equation within linear perturbation around the homogeneous and isotropi
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FLRW model [31, 32℄‖. Within an inhomogeneous bakground one an proeed with a
similar analysis  employing the LT model instead of the FLRW model. Alternatively,
if it is assumed that the early Universe (before and up to the last sattering instant) is
well desribed by the FLRW model then the CMB power spetrum an be parametrized
by [33℄
lm = la(m− φm) (A.1)
where l1, l2, l3 is a position of the rst, seond and third peak, and
la = π
R
rs
, (A.2)
where R is a omoving distane to the last sattering surfae and rs is a size of the sound
horizon at the last sattering instant. The sound horizon depends on Ωb, Ωm, Ωγ , and h
(where Ωb, Ωm, Ωγ are ratios of baryon, mater and radiation energy density respetively
to the ritial energy density evaluated at the urrent instant and h is equal to H/100
km s
−1
Mp
−1
). The size of the sound horizon an be alulated aordingly to formulae
given in [34℄. The funtion φm depends on Ωb, Ωm, h, ns, and the energy density of
dark energy (ns is the spetral index). The exat form of φm is given in [33℄. The
Ωm and h are given by a ratio ρ/ρcr and H/(100 km s
−1 Mpc−1) at the last sattering
surfae (evaluated for the urrent instant).
In this appendix we will present a t to the CMB data using the above formula.
Let us onsider four models
• model A1:
ρ(t0, r) = ρb
[
1 + 1.45− 1.45 exp
(
− ℓ2
0.752
)]
,
tB = 0, Ωb = 0.0445, ns = 1,
where ℓ = r/Gpc.
• model A1+ring:
ρ(t0, r) = ρb
[
1 + 1.45− 1.45 exp
(
− ℓ2
0.752
)
− 1.75 exp
{
− ( ℓ−5.64
0.926
)2}]
,
tB = 0, Ωb = 0.08, ns = 0.963.
• model A2
ρ(t0, r) = ρb
[
3.33 + 1.4 exp
(
− ℓ2
0.752
)]
,
tB = 0, Ωb = 0.0445, ns = 1.
• model A2+ring:
ρ(t0, r) = ρb
[
3.33 + 1.4 exp
(
− ℓ2
0.752
)
+ 0.08 exp
{
− ( ℓ−7.5
0.965
)2}]
,
tB = 0, Ωb = 0.07, ns = 0.963.
The density distributions of these models are presented in Fig. A1. The t to
positions of the CMB peaks is presented in Table Appendix A. As an be seen, model
‖ This approah is implemented in suh odes like CMBFAST
(http://www.fa.harvard.edu/∼mzaldarr/CMBFAST/mbfast.html), CAMB
(http://www.amb.info/), or CMBEASY (http://www.mbeasy.org/).
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Table A1. CMB t
Model First peak Seond peak Third peak
A1 177.34 414.08 627.19
A2 216.59 503.37 754.28
A1 + ring 220.46 530.38 800.19
A2 + ring 220.43 530.51 779.76
WMAP [35, 1℄ 220.8± 0.7 530.9± 3.8 700− 1000
A1 does not t the observed CMB power spetrum. However, we an modify the density
distribution is suh a way (by adding an underdense ring) that the CMB peaks an be
reprodued  model A1+ring. In models where density inreases up to some distane
from the origin (loal void type of models) a satisfatory t to the rst peak of CMB
power spetrum (i.e. distane to the last sattering instant) an be obtained if the mass
of the universe is dereased. This derease an be obtained either by having a loal void
of a larger radius (as in [6℄ where R ≈ 2.5 Gp), or by having an addition underdense
ring between loal void and the last sattering surfae.
On the other hand, it is not only the mass that is important. To show this let us
onsider model A2. In model A2 the density dereases up to some distane from the
origin. In this onguration we an also obtain a good t to the position of the rst
peak if we inrease the mass of the universe.
The positions of other peaks strongly depend on Ωb. To obtain a good t to the
positions of other peaks in our model we need to inrease the value of Ωb beyond the value
that is onsistent with observation of light elements in the loal Universe (Ωb = 0.0445
[36℄) to Ωb = 0.08. However, due to the lower expansion rate at large distanes, the
physial baryon density Ωbh
2
remains is lose to the observed value, i.e. 0.0198 and
0.0212 for models A1+ring and A2+ring respetively.
The above results suggest that almost every model an be modied in suh a way
that a good t to CMB power spetrum data an be obtained. Models A1 and A2 are
very dierent and yet after some modiations they are both able to t the CMB data.
Thus, the CMB data does not strongly onstrain the properties of the loal Gp void.
Eah model for the loal sale void onsidered in this paper an be modify in suh a
way (by adding one or two rings between a loal void and the last sattering surfae)
so that the CMB power spetrum is reovered.
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